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 Disable the monitoring of certain log entries (Error code 13). Last but not least, the “free” version can be made playable offline
These are a small bunch of things that came to mind when dealing with my own question, but don’t feel too bad if you missed
them. That said, I am still looking for more suggestions, so feel free to leave a comment or tweet! Good writeup, I’ve played
Darkspore with work. I made the game playable offline when I addded a localhost server, and also I did not add the gem to

production environment cause I don’t want it to be linked to my account. I also did all the other changes you mentioned, in order
to have it work as a standalone game. The cool thing is that since I do not have to pay for the game I can continue playing

without connectivity. If you’re starting to develop games with Cocos2d then you might be interested in the “Instant Action”
framework that I made recently. It allows you to have a really great experience with a lot of features in a very short amount of
time. # Player.java Player.init(this); This needs to be done in the player’s main class (since this class is the global reference in
Cocos2d, it won’t be added by default to your project) # Main.java Player.main(String[] args);This is the main function. It can
be called directly by a launcher (if you don’t want to write an extra splash screen)# Game.java public void turn() 1. Darkspore
checks for online connection in onCreate() (using the manifest or using a manifest plugin) 2. The main class/script looks for a
local server in a file named Server.java in the root folder of your project 3. If the main class/script finds a local server, it will

check if it is connected, if not it will display a prompt asking the player if he wants to start the game online. If the user decides
to continue playing offline, the game runs in the background, loading the map file from disk and displaying it. Now, the game
checks for online connection every 1 second (using a system timer and the Player.isOnline method) 4. If the game checks for

online connection and is 520fdb1ae7
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